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Abstract
Our study is meant to reveal the real dimension of the Gipsy educational problem, to find out the causes and to offer possible
solutions to the dysfunctions observed.
The main method implied is the one of the questionnaire. Topic questionnaires are applied to the trainers in the schools with
Gipsy student prevalence and also to their students. The questions are intended to diagnose the nature of the trainer - student
relation, the difficulties they face, conflict-like situations, the best teaching strategies and approaches implemented for
efficient teaching - learning practice.
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In Romania of the year 2011 the population census recorded 20,254.866 inhabitants out of which the Gipsy
community represented 3, 2%. Yet, the President of the National Agency for the Gipsy contests the result and
states that the educational system, from primary schools to the university level, counts more than 250,000 Gipsy
children. On this basis he concludes that there are around 2,000.000 Gipsy people in Romania.
The aspect that concerns us most is the fact that only 1% of the Gipsy persons have graduated a high school
and 40% have never attended any form of school, according to statistics. School is the only chance for the Gipsy
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children not to become the next generation of pariah of the society whereas the educational system seems to be
still helplessly in absorbing and converting the young and the adult Gipsy persons.
Man means communication by everything he says, does, thinks and feels. Each person has desires,
dissatisfactions, tensions which create a unique personality. Generally, children are very sensitive and receptive.
They need physical and spiritual caring; they need love, warm words and a benevolent attitude, good advice and
instruction. All these aspects must be understood and closely supported. Heredity, environment, education –here
are the premises of any human personality`s becoming. Heredity may not bring the happiest inheritance in terms
of social integration as far as the Gypsy ethnicity is concerned. Environment in which they are being formed as
citizens is neither balanced nor at least benevolent. Education stands as the only solution and cornerstone. It
should be, therefore, the teachers` purpose and responsibility to permanently sympathize with them so as to grow
up together and to develop a solid relationship based on mutual respect and understanding. Because what is, in
fact, a trainer? She/he is a qualified person who intends and realizes the complete “conversion” of the trainees
(both mentally and spiritually) by means of knowledge and successful communication. The general ability and
the talent/vocation to communicate effectively are undoubtedly primordial.
The good practice strategies in Europe are based on such premises as:
1. intercultural education is a positive factor in teacher training, in that they get to have a better perspective on
the concept of tolerance
2. texts from textbooks show life situations typical for many more cultures, for students to relate to them on
normal positions [1]
The general idea is that xenophobic attitudes and reactions may be avoided through a better exploited
intercultural education both among teachers and children. Cooperation activities carried out by the teachers, and
involving children from different ethnic backgrounds in programs of teamwork are essential for the development
and strengthening of inter-ethnic communication. “Thus education must not disregard any aspect of the potential
person, such as the cultural one, and it must be founded on diversity. These values strengthen the learner`s sense
of identity as well as his cognitive capacity”. [2]
Intercultural education can start with the teachers` own education; tolerance is not a divine gift but a lesson
that is supposed to be attentively and progressively studied and deepened. An intolerant teacher will never be
able to teach a lesson about racial tolerance. And so will an intolerant parent. Beyond consideration or admiration
(that may not exist), everything should be first based on mutual respect.
A non-Gipsy ethnic teacher faced with the following situation: students in her classroom were mostly
Romanians. Among them there were some Gipsy students as well. Starting even with the first school days,
teacher observed that Romanian students tended to marginalize and even exclude the others. Her problem-solving
method was as simple as it was ingenious: she proposed children to play a game: The Prince and the Beggar.
Under the authoritarian and ostentatiously accusing eyes of the others, Gipsy children felt themselves condemned
to take the beggar roles. Surprisingly, teacher asked the Gipsy students to play the princes. Because the newly-
called "beggars" were angry and began to protest – obviously offended by the situation, teacher took the
opportunity to start a discussion about human and social hierarchies. And she also explained them that, no matter
the previous social biases they were used to, they should know that all people have equal rights and access to
opportunities. The tattered clothes can hide a wonderful man, whereas a monster can disguise himself by wearing
some princely clothes. Colour is not essential. A hatching hen happens to have black chickens, yellow chickens,
brown chickens. And she loves them all equally. They belong to the same species. The same happens with the
people. From that day on children accepted one another and no racial conflict aroused among them. And teacher
always called them: “My lovely chicks”!
Most of the non-Gipsy trainers working with Gipsy students make efforts to get to know more about Gipsy
language, culture and way of thinking so as to be able to adopt the appropriate attitude and teaching strategy. The
experienced Gipsy trainers write methodological guides in order to offer support and assistance to their younger
colleagues or to those who have never taught in a Gipsy community. Romani CRISS (Roma Center for Social
Intervention and Studies) published “Good Practice Guide for the Education of Roma Children” [5] in order to
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effectively contribute and improve teaching and interpersonal communication between non-Gipsy ethnic teachers
and Roma students.
However, a significant percentage of those who frequently miss classes is occupied by Gipsy children. And
from absenteeism to school abandon is just a little, easy to do step. Such situations of school dropout are also
present, and not only present but widespread inside the poor families. [7] There is a vicious circle. Because they
are poor, they can not afford to send their children to school. On the other hand illiterate parents can not
understand the necessity of their children going to school. Because the children lack education, they cannot form
themselves as professionals. In the absence of a job, Gipsy people can not earn money in a honest manner. Their
only money source is the social assistance or different antisocial practices. And the spiral resumes. From this
level on dysfunctions work as a snowball, that gradually accumulates other and other troublesome social and
didactic aspects.
In the period 2003-2009 in Romania, they considered the formation of 660 school consultants, people whose
role was to support the participation of all children in the community in general compulsory education,
encouraging parental involvement in children's education and school life, and facilitating collaboration between
family-community-school. Annual funds were allocated from the state budget and they created 3000 special
places for Gipsy children`s admission in high schools and about 500 special places in higher education
admission. School segregation as a form of discrimination was combated through all means. A set of measures
and actions was implemented with positive impact on school attendance and increase of the Gipsy children
education quality. They referred to:
• Application of affirmative action in education, such as the allocation of places for Gipsy candidates for
admission in high school, vocational education and higher education
• Creating a network of school inspectors for Gipsy education issues
• Setting up a network of school mediators
• Training and employing Gipsy language teachers
• Implementing curriculum for Romany language
The Romanian Government also developed a Strategy for the inclusion of the Romanian citizens belonging to
the Gipsy minority for the period 2012-2020. Government decision was adopted on 14.12.2011 and it includes
objectives and directions of action in areas such as education, health, culture, employment, housing and small
infrastructure, budgetary and legal implications of the new strategy, as well as the structures involved in
implementation methods. There are sets of measures following other sets of actions. Yet, the significant changes
seem to delay to occur.
As far as this issue is concerned, our study is meant to reveal the dimension of the Gipsy educational problem,
to find out the causes and to offer some practical solution to the dysfunctions observed.
The main method implied was the one of the questionnaire. Topic questionnaires have been applied to the
trainers in the schools with Gipsy student prevalence and also to their students. The questions were intended to
diagnose the nature of the trainer - student relation, the difficulties they faced, conflict-like situations, the best
teaching strategies and approaches implemented for efficient teaching - learning practice. We also investigated
the level of the juvenile delinquency in the studied areas by consulting the police records of the last 3 years.
Our inquiry was developed in three different Gipsy villages of Romania (in Teleorman, Argeú, and GalaĠi
counties), and we questioned six Gipsy and many more Romanian teachers working in schools with Gipsy
children prevalence. Gipsy and Romanian school children have also been interviewed.
Gipsy children in classes with Gipsy teachers, unanimously stated that they were satisfied with their activities,
and they enjoyed coming to school. The main reasons invoked were:
1. Teacher behaves well with us and with our parents
2. Teacher can speak Romany language as well
3. Teacher is clever and we want to be like him / her
4. Teacher tells us nice story about our ethnicity
5. Teacher knows best what is good for us as Gipsy persons
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The teachers confirmed that state of fact, and assured us that their pupils are interested in studying, and they
took part in different school contests where they got good results: Romany language, Skilful sanitary staff,
technological education. As a truly surprising aspect, one of the teachers told us about a Romanian school girl,
who got good results in the Romany language county-level contest. Gipsy children “have beautiful dreams” – one
of their Gipsy teacher added: “they want to be teachers, hair stylists, fashion models, chefs, baby-sitters, medical
nurses, fiddlers”. These best reflect their genetic inheritance as it is deepened by Adrian Neculau in an article
called “Gipsies in Romania. A Significantly Minority.” Craftsmanship preserved as the main concern of the
Gypsies over time. [6]
The good practical results are the consequence of a positive attitude manifested by the Gipsy teachers:
“I do this out of passion. I can be with children, I can help them, understand them and why not, tell them about
our history and culture.” The one speaking like this is Cătălina Olteanu, a Gipsy school teacher from Ferentari (a
well known Gipsy district of Bucharest). Cătălina Olteanu coordinates a high-impact project: “What do you want
to do when you grow up?” in which 26 models of successful members of the Gipsy community in Romania will
be presented to the students in a video broadcast: they are Gipsy teachers, priests, lawyers, actors, politicians.
This initiative is all about the power of the specific example. There is a model-source and a challenge inside. It is
thought of a sort of Lever law of Archimede, who used to say: “Give me a proper lever and I will move the
Earth!” The general idea rests on the theory that everything gets possible if there is a sound approach to the
problem. And example generally works better than thousand pieces of explanation. And there is also something
that matters even more: to a certain extent the “model” subjects are perceived as living the same experiences,
facing the same problems. They are reliable just because They are Gipsy! , they belong to their large “family”.
Save the Children Organisation of Romania realized a thorough research on the Gipsy Children`s situation and
they also concluded that changing attitudes of teachers through training programs as well as national
multiplication of successful experimental projects imposed as absolutely necessary (among many other
resourceful strategies). [4]
Turning to our inquiry results, as far as the Romanian teachers are concerned, they seem not to have the same
“good fame” among the Gipsy community of school children. Gipsy children frequently “accused” Romanian
teachers of improper attitude towards them, and also of favouring their co-ethnical pupils. And even the
“accused” admitted the existence of a communicational gap! The latter ones generally blamed the Gipsy parents
for the failure of their social and didactic attempts.
Our inquiry shows both progress and specific troublesome behaviour as far as the Gipsy community`s young
men are concerned. The progress can be related to the social projects developed, to the increasing interest of the
community in the education resources as a result of the advisory activities provided by social assistants and
consultants. Yet, the main progress is recorded among Gipsy pupils that are being under the guidance of teachers
of the same ethnicity. The success is due to a much better communicational relationship both inside school and
outside it (at the entire community`s level).
The answers we got to our questions demonstrate that in the case of teachers of non-Gipsy ethnicity there are
multiple communication problems with the Gipsy children in schools but also outside them, in dealing with
Gipsy families. One of the Gipsy teachers we questioned offered some good explanation as far as the cause of the
dysfunction was concerned: “They don`t know anything of the things that are really important: they don`t know
the Romany language, the traditions, the mentalities, and the social psychology”. The general idea promoted by
the Gipsy teachers is that a Romanian teacher and a Gipsy one may have equal chances to achieve good results
on condition that the former one should show knowledge and respect of the minorities` values. “Respect”,
“tolerance”, “inclusion” – these are the main ingredients that cannot be excluded from the successful recipe.
Otherwise, everything can be solved in time and with patience! “The common problems in multiethnic
communities (…) are the same: mutual ignorance of values and the lack of their implementation in the education
from school. In every school there is applied a national curriculum, with very few options for implementing the
values of each ethnicity from the school community.” [3]
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Our findings may display hope but they also hide much bitterness as far as the Gipsy children`s education is
concerned. They are innocent victims of the unfortunate social circumstances and of the genetic inheritance.
They come up in a bias-full world which does not feel like holding them dear or even accepting them. Their
families live in the peripherals of the prevalent community which cast discredit on them (a generally
substantiated reaction as far as the antecedents are concerned). The trauma comes both from inside and outside:
family` poverty, conflicts and/or violence strongly damage to the child`s uprising personality while the outer
world shortly categorizes them as troublesome, beggars and dangerous. All these almost cancel the young men`s
chance of developing themselves as educated, honest and responsible citizens. Thus, they get to appear in police
records rather too frequently, and too early.
We strongly recommend more and substantial social programmes that would enable the Gipsy children to
attend schools and, whenever possible, we plead for Gipsy teachers who are more easily accepted by the study
group, and represent consistent models for their co-ethnics. They can also mediate the relation of the students
with the other teachers and with authorities for better communication and, consequently, for institutional and
social integration.
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